LOW DAMAGe
WALL HANGING
Hardware kit
I N S P I R AT I O N A L G U I D E

Does social media give you dreams of a
gorgeous surrounding even when you are
renting? Are you paranoid about losing your
deposit when you move to the next great
space or, are you like millions of homeowners
who just don’t want the hassle of patching
and painting if you decide to update your
space? If you are in any of these situations,
a low damage wall hanging kit can truly serve
your picture (and a lot of other cool things)
needs perfectly.

Decorate your
walls with
low damage
Whether you plan to move or just don’t
want damage, here are some tips to
make your space feel authentic.

A DIY boom isn’t just for homeowners. Everyone wants to customize their space whether it is to create
the perfect backdrop for a video chat, social post or just an awesome way to make your space feel cozy
for you and yours. Wall Hanging is all about personalization and it is a great way to make those bland
walls look and feel like you. The key is the low commitment.
It is hard to pull together all your looks and make sure that it looks cohesive. We recommend trolling
through online communities to find the look you love. Or try looking through magazines and tear our
pictures of spaces you love. If you have a friend that has a space that you love, ask if you can take a
picture of it for inspiration.
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CREATE PAPER TEMPLATES

APPLY YOUR FINISHED PICTURES

DESIGNER TIPS and tricks
RULE OF 3

COLOR

Although we always recommend mixing it up as you consider your
gallery wall, one that really looks pulled together and stylish will
include no more than 3 frame types, 3 frame colors, 3 color schemes
or 3 matte types. When you are mixing a lot of different styles it
makes sense to use your mattes, frames and colors to unify the
items once again.

Color can be used to both unify and add contrast to a grouping. If your
grouping is monochromatic, add a pop of color with a picture, plant,
basket, or some personal memento. For unifying in color, remember
your rule of 3 to ensure that you have balance in your approach.

COMBINE DIFFERENT FRAMES AND MATTE TYPES
If you have a diverse group of images, we recommend no more than
3 different types of frames (see above the Rule of 3). Using similar
mattes can pull images together easily. White or neutral mattes
can tone down a look that is bold and make it appear more modern.
Oversized mattes can add drama and interest to small images.
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MIX HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL PICTURES
Use a mix of both vertical and horizontal images to keep the eye moving.
START WITH YOUR LARGEST PIECE
Always start by anchoring your largest piece within your desired space.
If you use this as your baseline, all your other items can easily fall into place.
If you start with this last, you might not have enough space to work with.
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SHOW US YOUR WORK OF ART
Share your finished project on social media using #MadeXMe
for a chance to be featured or win another Made by Me™ box.
@nationalhrdware

For more information, visit us at:

www.national-hardware.com/madexme
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